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what Is on lok?
Although On Lok means "happy, peaceful abode" in Chinese, On Lok Senior
Health Services is much more. It is:

a product of community concern for the frail older residents of the
Chinatown-North Beach area in San Francisco;
a freestanding, community-based model program which assists the
elderly in helping themselves;
a direct provider of all long-term care services from social support to
hospitalization;
a support system which, together with the family, helps the elderly
remain in their own home, in their own community.

Since its inception in the early 1970's, On Lok's goal has been the same to
provide quality long-term care, i.e., care which is responsive to the total
needs medical, functional, social and environmental of the disabled,
dependent older adult. Support from the Administration on Aging (AoA),
Housing and Urban Development (HUD), the National Institute for Handi-
capped Research (NIHR), the Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA)
and private foundations and donations has enabled On Lok to respond to the
multiple and interrelated needs of older people.

on loles ccoda
In 1979, On Lok established a Community Care Organization for Dependent
Adults (CCODA) to provide all health and health-related services to those
qualifying for long-term care. On Lok is studying whether an integrated,
comprehensive health care system can provide a more cost-effective solution
to the problem of long-term care.

On Lok represents the consolidated model of coordinated long-term care.
Like other model projects, On Lok coordinates all long-term care services,
but instead of referring lo other providers, delivers those services directly.
Through waivers, Medicare pays for all services provided. In contrast to pro-
jects focused upon the elderly "at risk," On Lok's C")0D4 serves only those
who actually have been certified as eligible for instliu".onal (skilled nursing or
intermediate) care.

continued on inside back cover..

on lok senior health services

William L. Gee, DDS Marie-Louise Ansak, MSW Ria T. Ziwaoski, Ph.D

President Executive Director Reseerch Director
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A TECHNICAL REPORT FROM ON LOK

COMPUTERIZED ItfORMATION MANAGEWNT
IN LCMG-TERN CARE:

A CASE STUDY

by:

Rick T. Zawadski, Ph.D.
Stephen Gee, B.S.

This Technical Report describes the computerized Information
management system for On Lok's Community Care Organization
for Dependent Adults ((CODA). It presents the background and

rationale for the devel'oment of the information management
system, describes the equipment, functions and role of the

computer, appraises the system's benefits and costs, and

makes recommendations for other human service programs.

On Lok's COCOA is supported by a grant from the Administra-

tion on Aging (#18-P- 00156/9) and waivers granted by the

Health Care Financing Administration under Section 222 of
P.L. 92-603.

(Technical Report No. 303-July 1982)
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COMPUTER, ZED I ?FORMAT ION MANAGEW NT SYSTEM
I N LOW-TERM CARE:

A CASE STUDY 1

Despite the widespread recognition that we live In the age of computer;:,
the use of the computer in long-term care settings remains underdeveloped,
limited to traditional business functions such as payroll, external reporting,
and word processing. While the computer does these things well, it can do
much more to improve the quality and control the cost of long-term care.

This technical report focuses on the computer as a tool in meeting the
broad information requirements of long-term health care programs--small as
well as large, community-based as well as institutional. It provides a case
study of the On Lok Information Management System (VMS), an information
management system developed by an innovative community-based long-term care
program using a ruicrocomputer.

On Lok Senior Health Services is a non-profit, community-based service
program which has been meeting the needs of the frail elderly in San
Francisco's Chinatown- North Beach area since 1971. On Lok pioneered in the
development of adult day health services, becoming the first state Medicaid
demonstration site in 1C14. In 1975, On Lok expanded its day center program
into an outpatient continuum of multiple services. In 1978, On Lok was
awarded a research and development grant to develop a complete long-term care
system, a Community Care Organization for Dependent Adults (CCOOA). Today,
through the CCODA, On Lok provides all necessary health and health-related
services--from translation to hospitalization--to clients who have been
certified as eligible for institutional care.2 To support that service
program On Lok has developed a comprehensive and integrated fiscal and client
information system. it has created and used a computer system to meet
program, policy and research information needs.

To place On La's system In perspective, the "state of the art" with
respect to information management is briefly reviewed, contrasting
developments in business with those in health and human service programs.
Then background information regarding the development of On Lok's system Is
presented, followed by a description of the system--its hardware, firmware,
applications and software. Finally, the strengths and limitations of On Lok's
npproach are discussed and recommendations are offered.

BACK GROW)

InJormation-Ustell

In the business sector, sophisticated management has long appreciated the
importance of information in decisionmaking. Management techniques, such as
goal setting, Mbnagement-By-Objectives, and PERT, are predicated on the
well-documented fact thit knowledge of results affects performance. As
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businesses became more complicated, jobs more specialized and organizations
more cop's*, it became Impractical without the aid of a computer to provide

ready knowledge of results, i.e., feedback on performance. The development of
the computer made it possible to put information to use In the business
sector; the competitive advantages provided by information made the use of
computers inevitable.

The first computers were mainframes, big, expensive and difficult to use.
The advent of the microcomputer in the early '70's reduced the size and cost,
and the development of conversational, user-friendly programs increased

accessibility. As a result of these dramatic technological developments, the

field has undergone a revolution. Software has became increasingly tailored
to particular content areas, and computer literacy has spread among content

experts. Now content enperts --managers, accountants--work alongside and, In
some cases, replace computer specialists and programmers in the development

and design of systems. Computers have gone from centralized batch mode
processing to decentralized interactive processing, and equipment is now in
stores, small offices and homes.

How have computers affected the human service field? A mixed picture

emerges. Major government programs, e.g., Social Security, Medicare, and many
state Medicaid and Social Services programs, have long used big mainframe

computers to manage central office procedures and billing. While these

systems are useful -- performing simple repetitive tasks in a fast, accurate and

economical fashion--they are criticized because the information flow typically
Is "one-way;" office staff at the local level are given little feedback on

what they do and how their performance compares with that of other similar

units.

Hospitals have been more innovative in their use of computers. Borrowing

from research laboratories, major university hospitals and now even local

community hospitals have incorporated computers into patient care to aid in

diagnmis and treatment, to monitor medical status, and to communicate

information in an accurate and timely fashion. Computers have also played an

expanding role in hospital management. Over the last decade, firms

specializing In hospital management have applied sophisticated management

theory and computerized information systems to improve effic'ency and

3ffectiveness. Some of the easily recognizable systems are MUMPS and COSTAR

(Massachusetts General Hospital In Boston), HELP (Latter Day Saints Hospital

at the University of Utah in Salt Lake City), PROM'S (at the University of

Vermont), and MEDNET (by General Electric).

Barely touched by computers have been local community service providers.

Of these, community-based long-term care health programs could especially

benefit from computerized information management systems. Their efforts to

coordinate numerous services, track clients' functional status over time, and

meet the diverse accountability demands of multiple funding entities are

hampered by the lack of information processing capability. in the past, these

programs were considered too small to use sophistlt.ated information systems

advantageously; moreover, few professionals in human service programs have

understood computer technology well enough to apply It. Thus, On Lok's

experience has been unique and exceptional.
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Like any other long-term health care program, On Lok Senior Health
Services has a variety of information needs and accountability requirements.
Its service staff needs to have scheduling infavation, to know the functional
status of each client,, and to determine the service ;weds of the client
population. Administrative staff must monitor client census, service
development, and program costs. Reimburse -int agencies. require an accounting
of the program's census, of the services delivered, and of the costs of these
services. Both internal and external evaluators need information regarding
client characteristics, quality of care, services delivered, service costs,
and client changes over time to measure the effectiveness of the project.

While the term, "Information Management System," may imply
computerization to many people, the concept of the information system predates
and is really independent of computers. All organizations deal with
information, some more effectively than others. An Information management
system can be defined as the organization and integration of information into
a system to meet organizational needs. An effective manual information system
Is the prerequisite to successful computerization.

Information has always played a critical role at On Lok, in part because
of the fiscal and management concerns of the project's founders and in part
because of the organization's expand'ng research and demonstration
responsibilities. An efficient system was needed to collect client-specific
data to meet internal service management needs as well as to gather fiscal and
program data for reporting to On Lok's funding agencies.

On Lok's information Management System (IMS) has been in development and
use for over ten years. A manual information management system was first
established to provide crucial program Information, such as service, meal,
assessment, and transportation schedules; attendance and insurance reports;
name and address lists; service records; and cost and assessment data.
Computerization allowed for faster, more accurate, more comprehensive, and
more frequent production of that information.

When On Lok was awarded funds in 1978 to develop, operate and study its
CCODA, it set as a top priority the development of an on-line computer system
to automate and manage Its information needs. Specifically, a system was

needed to meet the following requirements:

- to record services to meet federal guidelines;

- to report cost, service and census data required by state and

federal regulations;

- to access client biographical information -- addresses, Social

Security, Medicare and Medicaid numbers, demographics (including
birthdates);

- to schedule services, transportation and meals;

- to monitor staff service activity;
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- to follow client changes over time -- individually and as a
group --In terms of their functional and health characteristics;

- to track costs by individual, to link costs to service packages
and to r-edict costs over time for particular client groups.

Since there was no system in the field which met these diverse yet
important information needs, On Lok developed its own system designed for the
community-based icmg-term care provider. This on-line, microcomputer-based
system has now been operational for three years.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The Hardware

The hardware used in On Lok's computer system Is diagrammed In Figure 1.
The term "hardware refers to all the computer ccmponentry, combining both
digital and electra-mechanical devices. The dates in Figure 1 docume't the
incremental expansion of On Lok's system.

The Central amasama-Ualt. At the center of the On Lok information
Management System Is an Alpha-Micro Central Processing Unit (CPU), Model
AM-100/T. All calculations and all data processing take place In the CPU,
which has the capacity for multi-user multi-tasking. Using a version of the
timesharing concept found on many larger computers, twelve different users can
work separately, but simultaneously, on twelve different projects. The basic
unit of computer memory is the byte. Currently On Lok has a total of 512
Kilobytes of Random Access Memory (512K of RAM) via 128 Kilobyte Random Access
Memcry boards. Traditionally, operators In much larger mainframe computer
centers have operated with 64K of memory; each of On Lok's twelve users has in
effect the same memory space available to them. For purposes of comparison,
home computer users typically have 16K available, and can accommodate only one
user.

printeru. The On Lok computer system uses three printers. One Is a
high speed dot matrix printer while two ere slower, letter quality printers
which use a variety of printwheels.

Data Starve. To store data and programs permanently, a 60 megabyte
sealed Winchester disk drive and a Control Data Corporation 10 megabyte Hawk
disk drive are used. Together these disk drives have a total storage capacity
of 70,000,000 bytes (70 megabytes). This memory space is sufficient to store
all active data and Information files. For safety and security purposes,
information from the disk drive Is backed up regularly on magnetic tape and
stored at a different location.

Jerelnals. Direct data entry and access Is accomplished by seven Soroc
19 (120 and 130 models) Cathode Ray Terminals, or CRTs, and five Televideo
TV! -923 terminals, housed at all three of On Lok's day health certers as well
as at the research department and the administrative offices. Each CRT has a
keyboard almost identical to that of a typewriter and a keypad much like that
of a 10-key adding machine.

9
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Remote Capability. On Lok's computer has remote access capability
allowing anyone with a terminal, an interface modem and the proper password to
dial into and use the computer through conventional phone lines. Some On Lok
staff, in fact, have worked with the computer while at home.

Through the same type of telephone connbction, On Lok's computer can be
linked with any other computer having remote dial-in capability. On Lok has
established communication links with the Atomic Energy Commission's Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory (LBL) in Berkeley, California, a CDC 7600 computer
installation. Staff is able to edit data flies, check job status, and run
programs on the LBL computer from On Lok in San Francisco. This LBL link
provides access to: 1) more sophisticated data analysis packages (e.g., SPSS,
Blamed, Manova) required for some of On Lok's research; 2) an international
data communication network (LBL is tied into other major university systems in
;his country and abroad); and 3) a wide variety of computer peripheral
devices.

With remote capability, On Lok can electronically exchange data with
other long-term care projects. In addition, it allows On Lok to share its
system's extra capacity with other human service projects.

Iti_AL1Imams

"Firmware," a relatively new term to most computer users, is low-level
software supplied by the manufacturer of the computer, In contrast to
"applications software" which generally is written to meet the specific needs

of the user. Firmware In On lokos system includes its operating system, the
computer languages used to program the computer, and word processing.

The Operating System. The operating system can best be thought of as a
set of programmed instructions which manage the computer. The operating
system programs allow the user to log in, log off, check who else Is operating
the computer, control passwords, determine what files are stored, and execute
a variety of file commands: erase, copy, rename, type, and print.

The operating system employed at On Lok is the Alpha Micro Operating
System version 4.6A, otherwise known as AMOS version 4.6A. Besides the
functions mentioned above, AMOS 4.6A includes maintenance programs which
protect the system against loss of data through disk or central processing
unit errors.

Perhaps the most useful function of the operating system from a user's
point of view is the password control function. The computer is divided into
user accounts, each a orivate work area; If desired, several users can share
the work space. To access an account, a password must be used. This password
helps to protect against unauthorized use of a particular account. If a

breach of security is suspected, the password can be changed without
consulting the system operator.

Iha_siouguathilWingungssiPr. On Lok has the facility to program in AMOS
assembly language, AlphaLISP AlphaBASIC, AlphaPASCAL, and Fortran 77. The
AlphaBASlC programming language is the primary language used at On Lok, with a
few statistical applications written in Fortran.

12
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AlphaBAS1C Is simply a derivative of BASIC, the language now very popular

with home and business computer programmers. AlphaBASIC has some unique rod
powerful data storage features which have allowed On Lok to keep the size of

its data files to a minimum.

Nord Processing. The word processing function eliminates the need for

a separate, stand- alone word processor. Not only can documents be typed more
quickly and accurately on the computer than on a conventional typewriter, but
also anything entered into the computer can be stored and easily retrieved at

a later date.

The word processing is facilitated by a very powerful Text editor called
AlphaVUE, commonly referred to as VUE, which allows the editing of any
character on any page at any given time. Charts, tables and memos are easily

created through VUE. VUE also is used to create all of On Lok's cooputer
programs and can be used to edit operating systems and command fl'es.

A text formatting program, called TXTFMT, helps to prepare VUE- created

documents for presentation. TXTFMT sets margins, linesizes, and pagesizes;
numbers or titles pages; makes indentations; creates chapter headings and
5uobers; and performs a host of other meticulous and tedious formatting
(tcires.

12fliacanallaallzatlana
On Lok's software system was developed to meet the special needs of the

long-term care provider. An overview of the system is depicted In Figure 2.
On Lok's software system can be divided into two distinct components:
(I) Fiscal Management; and (2) Client Management. The Fiscal Management

component performs all accounting functions, specifically accounts payable,
payroll, general ledger, and fixed asset management, and provides fully

Integrated fiscal control. The Client Management component maintains basic
information on all clients, i.e., participants in On Lok's long-term care

service program, their characteristics, services received and health/

functional status. An important design feature of On Lok's software system Is

the integrated data base, linking the Fiscal Management and Client Management

components.

Ihelisca. The Fiscal Management component
provides a comprehensive, integrated cash management system, bringing together
personnel costs with other expenditures and enabling this information to be
related to service data for effective fiscal control.

On Lok's computerized magma system can distribute individual salaries
to various funding sources through the general ledger. Hours worked are

entered interactively into the computer. Computer records of each employee's
deductions, exemptions and marital status are automatically recalled, and the
payroll Is calculated accordingly. Provisions are also available for special

deductions such as tax -free retirement plans. Once the payroll checks have
been generated, the checks are printed by the computer with the check stubs
providing detailed employee information. Employee payroll records are stored

In the computer, so any payroll information pertaining to any employee can be

13
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retrieved on demand by the proper personnel. All required tax reports (e.g.,

F941A and W2) are automatically computer generated. Together these features
make the payroll system the core component of an employee record management
sub system.

The Acraunts4LayAkla system coordinates all expenditures outside of

personnel costs. It maintains a chart of accounts for all expenditure
categories, maintains complete vendor records, prints checks for all
expenditures, maintains an ongoing record of accounts payable, tracks all
expenditures by vendor, and produces regular reports on expenditures for a
variety of fiscal periods.

The accounts receivable system, now being developed, will keep track of
all amounts owed to On Lok for services it has rendered. It is being designed
to prepare billing statements automatically, to monitor debts and to provide a
comprehensive, current picture of all outstanding amounts. This system's
development will be complete in early 1983 when On Lok institutes co-payment
for some of its services. (Now all On Lok services are covered by Medicare
under waivers, so separate billing is unnecessary.) The accounts receivable
system will also be used to manage On Lok liousp's collection orocedures (rent,
deposits, etc.).

The fixed system provides a complete inventory of

all organizational assets above a predetermined value and calculates for a

user-specified time period the depreciation accumulated by cost center. At

the user's option, the depreciated values can be directly interfaced with
general ledger. Inventory listings can be produced sorted by location, by
cost center, by Item identification number, or by cost.

Expenditures from accounts payable, payroll and depreciation are
automatically interfaced through the 9eneral ledger system to provide a
comprehensive perspective of program expenditures. The general ledger system
provides flexible reporting by cost center, by funding source, by object code
for any fiscal period (i.e., monthly, quarterly or annually). Budgeting
capabilities allow On Lok to compare actual expenditures with budgeted values.
Figure 3 shows some of the computer-generated reports related to the Fiscal
Management cuidponent.

ThaSalantitiamgamaaSammaant. The Client Management component is
designed to give administrative and service staff information pertaining to On
Lok's client/participant population, such as demographic data, opening and
closing dates, clients' income sources and amounts, and scheduling
information. in addition, it is designed to meet all external reporting
requirements and provide a data base for ongoing research.

At the heart of the Client Management component Is the master
participant system which contains identifying information on participants,
enrollment-disenroliment data, scheduling information, biographical
information, and demographics. This data set is used extensively in
day-to-day operations, providing, on an ongoing basis, eligibility information

for funding agencies, scheduling reports to program staff, and regular
biographical summaries of the participant population.



Figure 3
FISCAL MANAGEMENT REPORTS

Num DATE: 3- 01C-81 ON LON SENIOR /E ALT, SERVICES PAGE 1

ACCOUNTS POTABLE 'OWNER EDIT LAST

vOuCAER --- - - --- - -- --VENDOR INVOICE NON-DISC DISC DUE CHECK - - - - -DISTRIOUTION - -- -

NO NO IMF ND DATE AMOUNT AMOUNT DATE N0 EXP,ACCT AMOUNT

110001 01409 LIFE ASSURANCE 11/02/81 2,748.89 0.00 0.01 11/02/81 1602 7204 -301 2,400.12
7205-301 24.40
2030-700 774.37

110002 02513 PACIFIC BUSINESS CORP. 11/02/81 246.30 0.00 0.08 11,07/81 1603 7710 -301 248.30

110003 03301 AKE MRPCNATION 11/02/81 100.65 0.00 0.04 11/02/81 1604 7+650-301 190.65

11 00*4 03216 II 4
RUM CAW: 1141EC -.81 ON LOK SENIOR HEALTH StRVICES

110005 07809 ACC
PAIRCLL ATTENDANCE DISTRIBUTION REPORT

FOR THE PAY PER100 ENDING 17/06/61 SALARIED EMPLOYEES" BASE

l'ANe 01123 RREC1
DEPT 111-RIPS NREBAR OVERTIRE VACATION HOLIDAY SICK-PAY

110007 02108 A N NO PAID MRS-PAID MRS4A10 MRS-PAID MRS-PAID MRS-PAID

II 14 840.00 0.00 16.00 24.00 72.00110008 01205

RUN DATE: 7-0EC-81 ON LOK SENIOR MEALTH SERVICES

PAvROLL ATTENDNCE EDIT LIST

FOR NE PAM KR= ENDING

NO NAME

0001 MEER A
0002 THERAPIST B
0003 NURSE C
0005 DOCTOR J
0007 DIRECTOR Y
0008 NURSE L
0009 SECRETARY
0010 SOCIAL WP ON LOK SENIOR WEALTH SERVICES

0011 DOCTOR H
0014 SUPERVISOR REPORT FOR PIE: 3 REGISTER

0015 REC TWERN
0018 HEALTH Alt
0022 NURSE P
0023 DOCTOR N

12//8T

BASE
T11, PAT? REG OVRT1M VAC HOL SICK

11

14

N

80.00
64.00
64.00
72.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
8.00
8.00
8.00

0.00
8.00
8.00
0.00

PAY IACLUDED AS 40.00 REGULAR<

SPC-RATE TOTAL RISC 8-NKS GROSS

MRS-PAID RS-PAID S-PAID AD, -VAC S-PAID

0.00 952.00 40.95 0 5,904.55

0.00 680.00 81.90 0 5,885.69

0.00 756.50 4.33 0 4,661.80

0.00 360.00 40.91 0 4,589.43

0.00 80.00 0.00 0 2,040.00

0.00 315.00 0.00 0 2,375.20

0.00 298.00 0.00 0 1,971.85

0.00 1,721.50 260.15 0 7,842.61

RUIN DATE:4/9/82

G/L EXPENSE ACCOUNT LIST

ACCOUNT CURRENT-NORTH TEAR -TO -DALE FIRST QTR. SECORD QTR. THIRD QTR. FouRTH QTR.

1010100 418.48 514.48 0.00 60.00 488.48 0.00

1010800 67,483.00 120,977.46 0.00 13,494.46 67,483.1)0 0.00

1030500 0.00 3,445.00 2.790.00 370.00 201.00 0.00

1060100 0.00 13,620.25 13,620.25 0.00 0.00 0.00

1210!:0 0.00 4,907.44 4,216.25 691 l'. 0.00 0.00

1710130 0.00 2,119,15 0.01' 0.00 2,119.55 0.00

1210150 620.07 1,917.71 1.110.67 1.980.97 626.07 0.00

1210300 0.00 4,902.07 1, 112.!9 3,1149.6A 0.00 0.00

1710400 0.00 1,900.00 0.00 1,900.00 0.00 0.00

7010100 0.00 5.00 0.00 5.00 0.00 0.00

2050160 30,277.46 184,118.52 65,914.39 51,751.12 66,491.01 0.00

7030200 2.555.74 /6,704.19 9,171.44 9,795.29 7,824.02 0.00

2030500 11,609.16 91,940.61 50.499.41 76,601.70 14.811.46 0.00

2030400 1.157.70 7,394.45 7,786.61 7.778.08 2.849.74 0.00



A sample of a participant record listing from the master participant file is
presented below In Figure 4.

Figure 4

SAMPLE PARTICIPANT RECORD LISTING

1.Name Duck,Daffy

2.Addrs 20 Columbus Ave. 1I.SW 58 20.Trans 51

3.21p 94111 12. i1) 20 21.Meals 120

4.Phone 421-7549 13.Mon 153 22.Evl Mb 61

5.01. f 0999 14.Tues 003 23.Status 756

6.SocSec 55566777 15.Wed 013 24.Center 1

7.Medicald 123456789019232 16.Thur 073 25.N-W 1

8.Medicare NONE 17.Fri 083 26.S-E 4

9.CareCov AB 18.Set 011 27.CtrMeals 3

10.010(11-Cal 1 19.Sun 051 28.0ther 0

The master participant system is dynamic; information is updated as
changes occur. The system Is divided into two data sets, one for presently
active clients and one for closed cases. Using the data base described above,
many different reports can be generated including:

1. Name and address list
2. Seven-day scheduling for day health center attendance
3. Transportation scheduling
4. Meals scheduling
5. intake aid assessment evaluation dates
6. Insurance/Medicare coverage reports
7. Participant b'rthday list
8. Participant weekly status report
9. Biographical summery report

Figure 5 displays some of these reports.

The service data file of the Client Management component contains all
service utilization data. These data summarize the number of service users,
the total number of service units used, and the number of units per user, and
present this information for level of care, user payment source, and service
setting. Service staff record each day of service delivered In over fifty
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service areas from transportation to counseling to hospitalization. These
data, supplemented by data for specialty services derived from medical
billing, are summarized monthly and computerized. Monthly service data are
summarized quarterly and annually, and those summaries have become a regular
part of On Lok's quarterly progress reports. (Samples of these summaries are
presented in Figure 6.) Service data can be evaluated to identify service
patterns among participants and used in regression analyses as predictors of
functional change. In 1983, service data will be used to generate co-payment
billings.

The Assessment data file includes information on each client's health
status (medical/diagnostic condition and functional impairment levels) and
physical environment, as assessed by individual members of the On Lok
multidisciplinary team. These multidimensional data are intended to describe
individual clients as well as the target population and to enable the
measurement of change in individuals and the population. Some examples of
assessment variables are;

1. Case number
2. Admission date
3. Variables for level of care (9)
4. Level of impairment of basic skills (9)
5. Assistive devices used (11)
6. Level of impairment of psychosocial functions (14)
7. Requirements of living variables (10)
8. Treatment/service plan variables (46)
9. Medical summary variables (53)

10. Nursing and daily living variables (21)
11. Variables referring to living quarters (15)

Ongoing information on client functional status is available through the
computer. (See Figure 6 for samples of reports.) Some factor analyses of the
functional assessment data set ano some initial analyses of change over
relatively short one-year periods have been completed. In addition, these
data are being used to assess changes over a longer period of time and, In
conjunction with service and demographic data, being used to study predictors
of change.

Integrated Data Bask. The real advantage of a single, coordinated
Information management system is the ease of integrating discrete components
into a common data base. The computer system developed at On Lok, for
example, has been designed to integrate cost information with service
information. Such a data structure allows maximum flexibility in aggregating
costs along different dimensions to provide Information on the service program
and on the individual's service package. Cost per service unit Is reported on
a regular basis and has been used in conjunction with client identifiable
expenditures and individual client service records to produce a cost per
client per month variable. (An example of unit cost reporting is included in
Figure 6.) In turn, that variable is used as a criteria measure to examine
cost distributions among clients with different degrees of impairment, change
in costs over time, and predictors of cost.
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DISCUSSION

Is computerization cost-beneficial, cost-effective today? What are the
costs and benefits of the On Lok system? Would such a system work elsewhere?
Based upon the On Lok experience, what recommendations could be made to other
human service organizations considering computerization?

This discussion section addresses some of these frequently asked
questions.

Ciassatarligthis..1tilarthail
Today On Lok continues to refine its computerized information

system--improving efficiency of present systems, adding new subsystems and
routines, and exploring new roles for computerization in human service
settings. With all major elements of On Lokls computerized Information system
now fully operational, some of the costs and benefits of developing and
operating such a system can be assessed.

Costs. Many small to medium human service providers find
computerization to be desirable, readily acknowledging its benefits but not
giving such systems serious consideration because costs presumably are
prohibitive. Providers recount others' "horror stories" of spending large
sums of money for incomprehensible equipment designed and operated by people
with whom they could not communicate and, not surprisingly, resulting in
limited, If any, benefits. Fortunately, recent technological developments
make possible a very different scenario.

A full assessment of cost must consider not only the financial costs for
equipment and application systems, but also other organizational costs of
making the transition to such a system.

1. financial Costs. In 1978, for about $19,000 On Lok purchased a
fully operational computer system with two CRT's and a letter
quality printer. While that system has been expanded five times In
the subsequent four years to meet On Lok's growing computer needs,
the basic system would adequately serve most small human service
providers. Today a similar system, with multi-tasking capabilities
and reliable permanent storage, should cost less than $15,000, or
approximately salary-plus-fringe for one year of clerical support.

An often overlooked but vital system cost component is applications
software. When On Lok developed 'ts system, applications softw..-e
for payroll and accounts payable were available and served as a base
for the fiscal management system, but in areas such as client
management, service recording, and scheduling, no one had even
thought of computer applications. On Lok had to develop those
software systems itself, and developing a coherent software
application package from scratch Is expensive. Over the past four
years, On Lok has invested more than $200,000 in its computerized
Information system. That includes all staff Involvement (research,
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administration, service provider, and pmgrawaer time) and rights to

some software bases. 01 course, some of these costs would have been
required for a manual information system.

While software development costs aro relatively high, once
developed, software application systems can be used In other

settings. For example, On Lokts 1MS with relatively minor
modifications could be transformed into an information system for
day health, home health or other long-term care providers, for a
fraction of the initial developmental cost.

There are also operating expanses. Hardware meintefiance is a

recommended option for any small user. Packages providing total
systems support and replacement units during repair are available,
usually at one percent monthly of hardware purchase price or less.
Costs of supplies such as printer ribbons and paper should also be
taken into consideration.

Requisite staff support Is also minimal. Once an applications
system Is established, It does not require a full-time computer
professional for its operation. A regular staff member, perhaps In
accounting or administration or service program, who has an interest
and some aptitude for equipment, can assume day-to-day operations

responsibility. Amortizing hardware costs over a five-year period
with 1982 interest rates and adding in operating costs for

maintenance, supplies and some staff time for operating support, a

computer system like that purchased by On Lok would cost an
organization about the equivalent of the salary of a clerical staff

person.

2. IltherJkaanizaltimaLgaM. Computerization, like any
technological change, scares people; this reaction, If anything, is

more prevalent in the human service field. At On Lok, for example,

many users had difficulty adjusting to the computer, felt threatened

by the new tool and were afraid to use it. These feelings were

anticipated and great care was taken to Introduce staff to the

system and to demonstrate that this technology could be their
servant rather then their master. At On Lok today, over 30 staff
are familiar with the use of the system and many others are asking

that the system be extended to include their Information needs.

Bendlts. In addition to the many expected benefits In efficiency and
quality of information, computerization has proved to be a useful resource to

On Lok In many other areas. Information now plays a bigger role In improving

the quality of care provided as well as the overall effectiveness of the

program.

1. Ettiramacg. Computerization has greatly reduced the time
requirements for all routine financial accounting and external
accountability tasks. For example, a manual payroll at On Lok used

to require two dayssummarizing time sheets, computing salaries,
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preparing checks and recording for taxes and withholding. Today,
with three-times the number of employees, the entire payroll

function is completed in less than six hours, and the computer does
more--prints checks with employee information on all deductions and
vacation, holiday and compensatory time due; tracks and monitors
staff hours by department; serves as a personnel administration
tool; and provides detailed personnel cost information for program
management and research. All tax information is regularly computed
and stored, and quarterly and annual tax reports and W-2 statements
are automatically computer generated moments after the last payroll
of the period is run.

With the addition of outpatient medical specialty, inpatient and
housing services, On Lok's service budget has quintupled from 1978
to the present. The use of computers in accounting has allowed this
phenomenal growth in personnel and program services without any
increase in accounting staff. In fact, today the accounting
department is not only performing all of the traditional functions,
but also providing information relating to budgets, fixed assets and
depreciation and program cost monitoring with the same staffing as
before coaputerization.

Similarly, in medical records, responsibilities increased
dramatically with a broader range of services, multiple centers,
larger census, and more demanding reporting requirements.
Computerization has automated much of the routine reporting tasks,
simplifying the process and enabling more sophisticated use of
information with only modest increase in medical records staff.

2. Eathgality=elialltyALLagmanAlt. COmputerization has not
only increased the efficiency of information management within the
program, but has also provided significant benefits in the quality
of that information, i.e., its reliability and its validity. The
simple use of manual information systems can increase the accuracy
of participant information. In On Lok's first days, there did not
even exist a clear consensus among staff regarding the number of
participants being served--with estimates varying from 90 to 4001
Instituting a simple manual information system--differentiated
referrals, active participants and closed casesrevealed an active
caseload of .7.1 people.

But that manual system could not easily keep up with the daily
changes as new participants Joined, others left, many moved and
changed phone numbers -- the manual information base tradit.onally
was about 90-95% accurate. Introduction of an on-line computer
system with regularly updated lists improved that reliability. It

did not take many mistaken phone calls to a changed phone number to
convince staff that accurate Information was essential. Today, the
accuracy of information routinely used by staff is over 99.5%.

Validity is more a Judgment issue. Traditionally, researchers
gather information that they think Is relevant, appropriate and
valid to the issues they address. in a service program, however,



when service staff help to construct "practical* data sets for their
use, a new meaning to validity -- "practical valididity"--is
established, and by producing information staff want and making that
information available to them, On Lok has developed a date set that
is more valid in meeting the needs of the service provider as well
as the researcher.

3. Utility. A particularly significant benefit of computerization
has been in the new ways information has been put to use for the On
Lok program, providing service support, quality assurance,

management planning, and research- On Lok, in fact, delibereely
calls its system an Information Management System (IMS) rather than
an Management information System MIS), because computer information
systems are more than Just for management use.

The client management system generates a range of schedules needed
by service staff--attendance, meals, transportation, and heath care

appointments. Similar "purpose specific lists" and a computer
accessible client information base have become invaluable service
delivery tools, coordinating the many different services end

professionals involved In community-based care.

By routinely comparing service plans to services received, the
computerized information management system can monitor service plan

compliance. By comparing outcomes, the information management
system assists in assessing the relative benefits and costs of
different treatments.

Daily, weekly and monthly status reports regularly update staff on

census, services and costs. Information feedback enables the
program's management to identify potential problems early, establish
and monitor goals, and plan future programming. The research

element of On Loin's program helps to stimulate discussion between
direct service and administrative staff about the usefulness of
reports and the system's performance.

4. egoi-Effectivenium. While it is always difficult to address
the cost-effectiveness of an intervention such as computerization,
the task has been made easier with cost savings alone offsetting

equipment and development costs in just a few years. All of the

extra information services, e 0 management reports, service and
quality assurance monitoring, and the use of information in
planning, development and research, have all been added dividends of

the venture.

Actions ultimately speak louder than words and, In the final
analysis, It is organizational behavior which speaks to the cost-
effectiveness of a system. It Is interesting, therefore, that in

the spring of 1982, the service program staff--rather than the

research staff which initiated computerizationwere the ones to

demand new, larger investments in more computer equipment and an

expanded role for the information systems.
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Berawandatlima

Rich has been learned through the process of computerizing the On Lok
community-based long-term care system. From that experience, a number of
recommendations emerge for other human service providers implementing,
planning or even considering computerization.

Start small! Smaller is better! Too often small or medium sized
organizations overextend themselves by investing one hundred thousand dollars
or more In computer equipment, only to find the equipment alone provides
neither a service nor a solution. In choosing hardware, it is important to
choose equipment at the appropriate ince!, with the capability for expansion.
The single user personal computers, although inexpensive, are not realistic
starting points. On the other hand, big name computer manufacturers often
charge a high premium for their reputation. In selecting equipment, assess
present and future needs. Buy equipment to meet your immediate needs, but
assure yourself that your system can grow.

It is far safer to start with modest expectations and exceed them, than
to start on a grand scale with great promises which ultimately disappoint
those the system was to serve.

Kill the old-tine aroarammerl When computers were first introduced
Into banking, In exchange for the benefits of the machine, bankers had to
relinquish some of the control over their businesses to programmers who
understood little or nothing of the business. Bankers, however, got smart.
They learned enough about computers to take back control of their businesses.
Now people In human services must also get smart. The age of the old-time
programmer is dead. No longer can programmers be isolated physically and
administratively in an organization, without training or personal interest in
the content area. No longer can progrsmmers be unwilling or unable to
communicate with others who know the problems and the needs; no longer can
systems be accepted which approximate the request and never fully deal with
the problem. While it may be too early to find computer-literate nurses,
social workers and therapists, It Is time to demand that any computer
professional you work with be willing to LOOK at your program and its needs,
to LEARN the basis of your business, and to LISTEN to what you want in an
information management system to meet your real, day-to-day needs.

Bottoms-Up!. Traditionally, computer systems are developed from the
top, e.g., federal and state funding agencies, who force their requirements on
local agencies and, in turn, the provider. As opposed to this "top-down"
method, the "bottoms-up" design approach has many advantages. Computerization
should begin at the service provider level. The more diverse and demanding
information needs of the service provider make them the logical starting
point. Moreover, Involving service providers in developing the system to meet
their needs ensures their commitment to the system. Providers must meet their
funding agencies' reporting requirements so these information requirements
will be taken into consideration. Ultimately, a "bottoms-up" approach can
produce an integrated, multi-level information network which maximizes
information transfer, maintains the confidentiality of service recipients, and
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meets the information requirements of state and federal funding sources. The
resulting information base will permit effective program monitoring, provide a
base for ongoing research and serve as a practical tool for rational service
planning and policy development.

fietingobted. The primary lesson from On Lok's experience is that the
service provider must get involved In its information management. Today, with
diminishing resources and competition from proprietary organizations, it is no
longer enough to be a concerned and caring person. The human service provider
must develop the skills of the sophisticated manager, one of which Is the use
of Information. With current information technology, if the service program
administrator, its planners and its service providers do not control the
information they use in day-to-day operation, they will ultimately be
controlled by it.

SUMMARY

On Lok Senior Health Services has demonstrated the feasibility and
utility of the microcomputer in meeting a long-term care program's information
needs. Over a four-year period, On Lok has developed a system which meets the
program, policy and research information needs of its: (1) program
administrators, (2) direct service staff, (3) research and evaluation staff,
and (4) program monitors from outside reimbursement/funding agencies. On

Lok's introduction to computer technology came through the use of a mainframe
computer, which Is still used to supplement in-house capacity. The advent of
microcomputing technology made it possible for On Lok to obtain Its own
hardware, create a dedicated system and transform the role of Information In
the program.

Hardware and software growth has been Incremental at On Lok. Hardware is
upgraded or added as On Lok's needs change and/or technological breakthroughs
occur. Software development has created a Fiscal Management component, a
Client Management component, and an ability to integrate the two. Software is
regularly written or modified to accommodate new users and emerging
information needs.

Thus community-based long -term care now has access to technology long
available to and used by business and industry. At On Lok, the two areas of
greatest concern in long-term care -- cost containment and quality of care --
can be continuously monitored. Feedback, i.e. knowledge of results, from the
computerized information management system enables On Lok's administrative and
service staff to make decisions more rationally and to modulate their
strategies on the basis of sound Information. In short, On Lok, an operating
service program, has harnessed modern computer technology to put information
to use for long-term care case management as well as program management
purposes.

Although much has been accomplished at On Lok, much more Is yet to be

done. The system at On Lok is being expanded Into new areas, such as
computerized charting, computerized transfer of information for state and
federal funding agencies, more sophisticated systems of Information feedback,
and cost tracking. Of even more interest, however, is the use of computerized
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systems across providers as a tool for cooperative service program
development. In addition to relating similar service programs, computers can
create a network among different types of service providers within the same
community; through such a network more continuity in the care of people
requiring services can be provided. Finally, work is yet needed to establish
a common data base which will link state, county and provider agencies. With
ongoing research and planning from a common data base, a rational model of
long-term care development can be achieved.
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FOOTNOTES

The authors would like to acknowledge the contributions of many others

to this paper and the development of On Lok's computerized information

management system. This system would not have been possible without the

commitmanI and support of the Executive Director, Marie-Louise Ansak, and the

direct involvement of service staff like Rose Wong, the dietitian, who

insisted that the computer meet her practical, day-to-day information needs.

We would also like to acknowledge the contribution of Richard Lyon, On Lokis

first programmer, who was Instrumental in developing many of the early

systems. Finally, we would like to thank Carol Van Steenberg for her

editorial assistance, without whom this report would not have been possible.

2Zawadski, R. T. b Ansak, M. L. OnjaaLLCCEIALThats.
San Francisco: On Lok Senior Health Services, 1981.
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on lore research..,
Building on its service program base, On Lok today is involved in housing,
training, technical assistance, and research. The research component is
described below.

The research efforts at On Lok seek to build a body of knowledge based on reel
world experiences with service systems in long-term care. Unlike evaluation
which seeks "yes or no" answers to specific questions, On Lok's research
project seeks answers to practical questions while building a better under-
standing of the problem.

On Lok's research approach can be described as program-based and policy-
oriented. This perspective has implications for the questions that are asked,
the method of inquiry and the intended audiences for dissemination.

PROGRAM-BASED means that research staff look to the actual experience of
providers to identify relevant issues and problems. Research staff develop
ongoing systems to meet providers' information needs and communicate that
information in an appropriate, timely manner. The assumption underlying the
program-based model is that the issues and answers relevant to a dynamic
demonstration project exist with the people implementing it.

By being POLICY-ORIENTED, it is meant that research looks to policymakers
and planners to identify the questions they have in legislating new services
end policies. On Lok's information system incorporates those questions, and
information is provided, when needed, in an appropriate format.

As RESEARCH, the project identifies and addresses new questions in the
process of answering old ones. To contribute to the body of knowledge and
avail the ideas to peer review, information is disseminated to the professional
community through technical reports, papers eald conference presentations.
Each technical report focuses on a specific issue or topic which has been
explored at On Lok as it relates to broader issues in the field of long-term
care.

for more in'ormation on On Lok, its programs, services, reports
and other materials, write:

SENIOR HEALTH SERVICES
BAHAY PAGASA
CENTRO DI SALUTE PER GLI ANZAINI

1441 POWELL STREET
SAN FRANCISCO. CA 94133
(415) 989-2578
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